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The study generally aimed at investigating the role of Loan Appraisal Techniques on profitability of Microfinance institution, at Finca –Tanzania Dodoma branch. Specifically the study assessed the Effectiveness of Loan Appraisal Techniques in performance of Microfinance institutions, through examine the available and required Loan Appraisal Techniques used by giant microfinance institutions and the user of these techniques in appraising loan customer, also In-depth analysis the study went further to assess the knowledge of customer on loan appraisal techniques. Survey was conducted with sample of 55 respondents. Structured questionnaires, interviews and observation, person communication were tools used to collect primary data. Library, internet, emails, websites, journals, published documents and key information were tools used to collect secondary data. Tools of data analysis included relevant computer application using descriptive statistics, while findings was presented using tables, graphs and percentages were used. The finding definitely reveals that Microfinance institutions need to undergo several steps that would necessarily improve the profitability of loans products by employing effective loan appraisal techniques that will assist in acquiring more information of their credit customer for loan granting processes. Despite the facts that most Loan Appraising Techniques act as milestones in lending, if this is not taken as serious practice may endanger the health & future prospects of these microfinance institutions. A part from LA techniques used by microfinance institutions more effective techniques needed to be employed in the processes to secure MFIs profits. Also the study suggested other studies should cover the same concepts in banking sectors.
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1.0 BACK GROUND TO THE PROBLEM
1.1Introduction
Increasing the access of the poor to sustainable financial services is an important part of the World Bank Africa Region’s strategy for supporting the Millennium Development Goals for poverty reduction, Convenient and affordable instruments for savings, credit, Randhawa and Gallando, (2003). Insurance, payment transfers and other financial services like loans are essential both to cope with the economic fluctuations and risks that make the poor especially vulnerable and to take advantage of opportunities to acquire productive assets and skills that can generate increased income. Most of these financial products are also offered by microfinance institutions as well as banks under regulation by BOT.
The major goal of microfinance is the provision of microloans to the low-income and the poor households (Bystrom, 2007). The chance that a microfinance institution (MFI) may not receive its money back from borrowers (plus interest) is the most common and often the most serious vulnerability in a microfinance institution. Since most microloans are unsecured, delinquency can quickly spread from a handful of loans to a significant portion of the portfolio. This contagious effect is exacerbated by the fact that microfinance portfolios often have a high concentration in certain business sectors. Consequently, many clients may be exposed to the same external threats such as livestock disease outbreak and bad weather. These factors create volatility in microloan portfolio quality. Tanzania, being one of developing economies has experienced a rapid establishment of a number of programmes with the aim of supporting the provision of financial services to MSEs (Mwaniki, 2006; Kimei, 2001). Many of these programmes have been focusing on providing micro credits to micro enterprises. The programs lend amounts ranging from USD 50 to USD 2,000 and very few go up to USD 5,000 (Some, 2001; World Bank, 2003). This leaves small enterprises seeking to grow and those starting up with difficulties in accessing finance. Most of these enterprises need between USD 6,000 and USD 50,000(Some, 2001), which is outside of existing scope of micro finance programs. At the same time, few commercial banks are interested in financing the micro and small enterprises and small farmers due to the real or perceived high risks and associated transaction costs. Almost all commercial banks provide credit on traditional collateral basis, which the majority of MSEs lack. Few enterprises are able to provide the marketable collateral, with the result that MSMEs lacking such requirements have not been able to obtain credit from banks. However, in light of the 50% increase in delinquencies in the heavily securitized subprime housing market from 2005 to 2007, critiques of the securitization process have gained increased prominence (Stiglitz 2007). 

In addition, the formal banks are faced with lack of reliable information on small borrowers. Inadequate legal frameworks and inefficient court systems in the event of contract enforcement and generally the appropriate instruments for managing risk make matters even worse. Based on the facts that SMEs sector on the other hand is dominated by a very large number of small enterprises with varying degrees of formalization, low level of sophistication, utilization of local inputs, expertise, technology and markets. In between the two sectors is almost insignificant medium sized segment (Olomi, 2001). This market segment still create very big deficit (borrowers) unit that surplus (financial services) unit needs to invest they loanable funds by the aid of proper methods of Appraisal during loan extension. Financial institution appraises their loan portfolios in order to determine faithful borrowers and unfaithful borrowers. This assisted to know the profitability of the organization. according to (Satta,2002) All financial institutions especially commercial banks, depends on the process of lending and that about 60% of their income is generated from the process of lending, part of this income is used to cover expenses of the banks such as electricity bills, water bills, postage, salaries and wages to employees. All loan officers should be able to make analysis of their borrowers so as to know whom to lend, hence contribute to financial distress and other hazardous effects due loss of loanable funds. It is in this context that the study sought to analyze the Effectiveness of Loan Appraisal Techniques in performance of Microfinance Institutions.
1.2 Statement of a Problem
About 90% of the people in developing countries including Tanzania, lack access to financial services from formal financial institutions (Robinson, 2001). The joint studies by government of Tanzania and ILO (1997) found that among the micro enterprise owners interviewed 41%, cited lack of credit as the first constrain and 21%ranked the problem as their second major constraint in development of micro enterprises. Another study by IFC (1994) as cited by Chijoriga (2000) found that between 60 – 69% of the population in developing countries lack access to formal financial services while the rest of majority obtain their financial services through information means such as borrowing from friends, relatives, pawn brokers and money lenders sometimes at very high interest rate up to 130% (Rutashobya, 1991; Ndanshau,1966; Chijoriga,2000; Ledgenwood,2000 . A part from of the size of loanable funds supplied to majority of borrower also institutions face biggest challenge for any amount outstanding to their clients as non performing loans (NPL). NPL in SACCOS usually occur because of inappropriate practices in credits risk management (Magali and Qiong 2014). Moreover, other factors such as weather, poor leadership and corporate governance might influence the quality of loan portfolio in the rural SACCOS (Magali 2014; Magali and Lang’ati 2014). 

In order to have lower number of NPL SACCOS need strategies for managing the risk of both individual loan and loan portfolio. Magali (2013) revealed that poor credits risk management practices influence the credits default risks for rural MFI’s in Tanzania. Poor portfolio management also influences negatively the profitability of banks, SACCOS or MFIs (Rashid and Samad 1996; George et al 2013; Imeokpararia 2013; Magali 2013). According to Anjichi (1994), the appraisal stage is the heart of a high quality portfolio. This includes diagnosing of the business as well as the borrower.

To ensure the profitability, liquidity, and going concerns, financial institution are obliged to concentrates much on the knowing their customer by having effective loan appraisal techniques to assist them acquiring all necessary information and  enable them  explore the whole market segment by having the best loan products that fits all customers especially lower income earners. This research study is intended to find out the Effectiveness of loan appraisals techniques in Performance of Microfinance Institutions particularly in the most and largest microfinance institution in Tanzania Finca.	

1.3. Study Objectives
The main objective of the study is to examine the effectiveness of loan appraisal techniques in performance of microfinance institutions. The following are specific objectives:-
(i)	To examine loan appraising techniques used by lenders in the process of granting loan.
(ii)	To assess the competency of loan officers in carrying out credit appraisal.
(iii)	Examine awareness of loan applicant in an appraisal process

1.4. Research Questions
Research questions for this study were as follows:-
i.	What are currently Loan appraising techniques which lenders implements for assessing customer’s potential information?
ii.	Are the loan officers acquainted enough in gathering, educating and retaining loanable customers?
iii.	Does the customers aware on different appraisal process conducted by your financial institution?

1.5. Significance of the Study
The cause of collapse and malfunctions of many microfinance institutions has been referred to lack of managerial skills in different portfolios and the cause which is resulted from unique nature of financial products. The study describe Loan Appraisal Techniques which must be considered during provision of Loan Products, by implement these techniques Lender will have enough information regarding the customer for the loan products and also have acquired essential market segment in which other new products will be demanded to suit every borrower who has capacity and ability to repay the loan products, enhance the sustainability and growth of any microfinance institutions. This study was focus on the effectiveness of loan appraisal techniques as the only means of obtaining potential information about the borrower’s characteristic and behavior. For academic wise this research will be a helpful tool in adding knowledge on the crucial matter regarding financial products, because most research have turn their attention on why failure in microfinance for both extending financial services and managerial errors , other explained negative effects on microfinance institutions to client. So, this will be a very interesting topic of study for most researchers.







2.1.1. Meaning of Microfinance Institution
Microfinance is the provision of financial services to the poor who do have access to capital and financial services (Kosiura, 2001). Other defines, Microfinance as the provision of appropriate financial services to significant numbers of low income, economically active people with an end objective to alleviate poverty (ledgerwood, 1998). 

Microfinance, according to Otero (1999) is “the provision of financial services to low-income poor and very poor self-employed people”. These financial services according to Ledgerwood (1999) generally include savings and credit but can also include other financial services such as insurance and payment services. Schreiner and Colombet (2001) define microfinance as “the attempt to improve access to small deposits and small loans for poor households neglected by banks.” Microfinance is commonly associated with small, working capital loans that are invested in microenterprises or income-generating activities” (Churchill and Frankiewicz, 2006). Such microenterprises are often family owned and have less than five employees, sometimes based out of the home, as for instance small retail kiosk, sewing workshops, carpentry shops and market stalls (Whole Planet Foundation, 2009). For this study was focus on the following meaning of microfinance institution, “Microfinance is the provision of financial services (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Financial_services" \o "Financial services​) to low-income (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Low-income" \o "Low-income​) clients or solidarity lending (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Solidarity_lending" \o "Solidarity lending​) groups including consumers and the self-employed (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Self-employed" \o "Self-employed​), who traditionally lack access to banking (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Banking" \o "Banking​) and related services.”

2.1.2 Loan Appraisal Techniques 
Patil (2012)Credit(loan) appraisal means an investigation/assessment done by the bank prior/ before providing any loans and advances/ project finance and also checks the commercial, financial and technical viability of the project proposed. Proper evaluation of the customer is preferred this measures the financial condition and ability to repay back the loan in future. Credit appraisal measures a credit worthiness of an applicant. For this research study Credit Appraisal can be defined.

“Credit appraisal is a holistic exercise which starts from the time a prospective borrower walks into the branch and culminates in credit delivery and monitoring with the objective of ensuring and maintaining the quality of lending and managing credit risk within acceptable limits.”  
2.1.3 Loan 
Saunders (1997) classified loan into four categories namely, real estate loans, individual loans, commercial and industrial loans and other loans. He referred real estate loans as a primary mortgage involving single family residential apartment officer building, shopping centers and warehouses, resort properties, hotels /motels, loan development and construction. He argued that under this category the bank must have experienced lending personnel and it must have a good policy on the personnel and it must have a good policy on the type of documentation and collateral it will acquire. Individual (consumer) loans are referred as all type of loans including second mortgage loan. Saunder (1997) divided commercial loans into short term loan and long term.  He also argued that long term loan could be secured or unsecured. Secured loan are loans on which the lender has a charge or mortgage over the borrowers property. Satta (2002) argued that a bank lends unsecured short-term funds in three basic ways namely;- single payment notes, lines of credit and revolving credit agreements. He pointed out that a single payment notes can be obtained from a commercial bank by a credit worthy business borrower. He continued that this type of loan is usually a “one-short” deal made when a borrower needs additional funds for short period but does not be signed by a borrower. The notes state the terms of the loan, maturity date and interest payable. For the purpose of this research study Loan is defined. Loan means immediate possessions of resources in exchange of a future payment promise involving also an interest payment that rewards the lender.

2.2.0. Theoretical Review 
2.2.1. Loan Appraisal Techniques
NBC, 1997 pointed out the importance of being through acquainted with the business and the character of the bank-borrowing customer. Banking is a two-relationship. A borrowing customer needs a bank for the essential banking facilities required to support the business. Beyond this basic relationship a mature beneficial relationship is known. The firm shall abide by the principle and leanest of credit, (Gardner, 1992) outline that, credit manager must adhere to the following rules of lending that are; - profitability, source of repayments, character and ability of the borrower purpose of facility terms of credit safely. (Satta ,2002)  CAMPARI-Character of the borrower, Amount of the loan, Margin of profit, Purpose of the loan, Ability of the customer to repay loan, Repayment  Terms and Insurance against non-repayment and 5C’s – Capacity of the borrower, Capital, Collateral for either group or physical assets, Character Cash flow.

2.2.1.1 Source of Repayment
(Gardner, 1992) pointed out that before granting credit, the credit manager should ensure that a reliable source of repayment exits and that the advance were paid within the agreed period of repayment, sufficient margin should be provided for unforeseen circumstances such as down market trend, or the general economic conditions of the country.
2.2.1.2. Character and Ability of the Borrower
(Kamerschen, 1980) explained the principle of character as the personal trait of the borrower, which may be significant in the credit decision. He emphases that term such as ethical, honesty and integrity are the most important to be considered. He continued that character is the most important to be considered because the dishonest borrower can always find the way to avoid the restriction imposed by the lender on the agreement. It was added that a borrower who has good character have the determination to pay and to see the credit facility through a success even in the face of difficulties. On the other hand, lack of good character suggests questionable determination to replay.(Gardner, 1992) point out on the ability of the borrower that credit manager should know and be able to judge the ability of his customer to use the credit facilities and to conduct business. (Audrey and Kaern,1991) also lending on the point of ability of the borrower that the sole source of repayment for lending to personal customers is often earning which normally rely on the continued good health, and employment of customer. Evidence of the customer’s residential status i.e. whether he applicant is the owner, tenant or living with parent and how long the customer has lived at address were provide some indication of persona stability, likewise marital status and whether there are any dependents (and what age), type of occupation of the client is also important to the credit manager’s decision. How long the customer has have been in that employment and what secure is job. They finalized arguing that, the individual should have the legal capacity to borrow fund i.e. they are over 18 years old and also should checked whether they have the ability to manage their financial affairs effectively and as to whether they succeed in their aims.

2.2.1.3. Purpose of Facility
(Bed and Handikar, 1988) argued that the purpose of the loan should be productive so that the money not only remain safe but also provide a definite source of payment. The purpose should also be short termed so that is ensures liquidity. (Gardner, 1992) recommended that the purpose of advance should be studied with a view to understand whether it is within the financial institution’s policy. The proposal should be given further consideration. The proposal should not in any way contravene local ways of exchange requirement. 

Each proposal should be consider on its own merit. He continued that consideration should be given to the nature of the business and certainly with judgment and should avoid granting advances for speculative project. The general test should be applied be applied by the credit manager in whether the financial institution is called up on the finance reasonable project or whether the borrowers utilized the finance for speculation
2.2.1.4. Terms of Credit Facility
(Gardner, 1992) continued to argue on the terms of credit facility and broadly divided them into three categories. The first category was facilities needed for very short term requirement which include parking credits, advances against salaries and advances against purchase/discount of bills and bridging finance facilities for purpose of house. The second category was facility needed for current asset requirement, which are generally for slightly longer period say up to one year. Third category is facility needed for long term/investment. These are for period longer than one year. When considering a facility of this nature a feasibility of the project should be and repayment schedule should be agreed.  Having agreed for period of repayment the credit manager must ensure that requirement is received within stipulated period. It is prudent to take correction action when the first default is made.

2.2.1.5. Safety
(Maheshwari, 1993) pointed out that when a banker lends; he must certain that advance is safe i.e. the money were definitely come back. (Gardner, 1992) recommended that in order for the lending institution to be certain on its advances repayment adequate security should be pledged. He argued that different types of securities may include land and buildings, stocks, bonds and other stock exchange securities, debentures, fixed and floating assets, bills, negotiable instrument and documents of title to goods, other are financial institution own term deposit, life policies and registration of the vehicle. However, (Cotter, et al, 1993) could not support the use of collateral as a means of securing the loan, they pointed out that is much better to collect repayment than collateral as means of securing the loan, they pointed out that is much better to collect repayment than collateral. After you have seized a borrower’s collateral, they often think that their loan is repaid even if the value of the loan because seized goods are often in bad shape and no one is willing to pay full price for them. In Australia people had sold their homes but not recouped enough money through the sale to fully discharge the loan.

2.2.1.6. Loan Repayment
Once loan have been advanced to the borrower it become a dept , the borrower has an obligation to repay the borrowed money plus interest.( Cotter, et al, 1993) recommended that lender should create into the borrower that repayment is mandatory not optional. Loan once advanced must be repaid. A borrower can use additional capital invested in the business, refunding the dept with another lender, conversion of assets and earning as a source of fund used to pay.

2.2.1.7. Policy and Principles of Loan Collected
Any lending institution should establish a well-defined policy and principles to be used in the field of loan collection. (Chadowline, 1999) explained the following at collection policy should indicate what collection devices and system are employed and who is responsible for collecting past due amount when the debt reaches its maturity. It was further added that good lending institution requires standard principles of loan collection to be adhered to and good methods of loan collection are explained under this section.

2.2.1.8. Collection Policy
(Satta, 2002) pointed out that a collection policy is needed because all customers do not pay in time. Some customers are slow payer while other customers are none payers. He continued arguing that the collection efforts should therefore aim at accelerating collections from slow payer and reducing non payers. He added that collection should ensure prompt and regular collection. Prompt collection is needed for further turnover of working capital, keeping collection costs and bad debts within limit and maintains collection efficiency. Thus, a well-designed collection system can be compared to be series of screens that shifts delinquent customers into various categories. He added that earlier screens are less routine, cost move to apply and may be somewhat shaper in action. They may not preserve well were with such certain. The screens tend to classify debtors into much smaller and more exact assortments. He continued arguing that a general collection system progresses through four stages based on the collection effort involved namely; the impersonal routine stage, the impersonal appeal stages, the personalized appeal stage and drastic or legal action stage. 

Thus through the four stages, the collection department gradually pressure up to the point that the debtor should feel that there is no more desirable alternative than paying and that there is no escape.. (Satta ,2002) recommended that in order to collect the slow paying account, the firm should follow collection procedures in a clear-cut sequence, for example, when the normal credit period granted to a customer is over and has not made the payment, a polite letter reminding the customer that the loan is overdue should be sent. This may be followed by telephone, email or the lending institution’s collection agent. He added that loan collection agencies should be motivated to put their best efforts in loan collections. They may be given incentives for faster and prompt collections. He finalized by arguing institution may proceed for legal actions. 
2.2.2 Principle of Loan Collection
(Chadowline, 1999) outline the basic principles of loan collection that should be used in the field. These principles were grouped into four categories. The first category is to collecting the money. The argued that the primary job of any person responsible for collections is to collect money as close to the terms of the obligation as possible. There should never be any doubt as to why the individual is engaged in this particular task. The debtor has an obligation to pay within the terms of the agreement. It is the job of the collection person to make sure this obligation is met.

Secondly he explained on the systematic follow up, he argued that after the initial contract with the delinquent customer, it is important to keep additional contracts on a strict schedule. For example if the collector is told that a cheques were mailed in a few day it should be noted, if the cheques is not received at the promised time follow up is essential, otherwise the collection effort were become ineffective.

Moreover, discussing the account is also important; he argued that once the collector gets the customer to talk about the delinquent account, the collector is well on the way to receive payment that is why emphasize is placed on inviting the doctor’s explanation of the delinquency. It may be a question of dispute; temporary shortage of fund or the customers may intend to hold off payment so that the credit’s money can be used in his/her own business during the discussion, the collector may being to see the debtor’s situation more clearly. If the slow payment is the results of a temporary cash flow problem tolerance of slow payment may be accepted, it must be emphasized to customer that payment must be completed.

2.2.3. Lending Model and MFI’s Profitability
In Tanzania the government is planning to have a database system that was assisting financial services and other lenders in making financial decisions. The establishment of credit reference bureau is on course, the Bank of Tanzania (BoT) has said. Speaking at a two-day workshop in Bagamoyo, March 4, 2011, BoT’s Microfinance Supervision manager Harry Ndambala, said the process to establish the credit reference databank was at its initial stage.   (Garry,1991) pointed out that personal and business loans should be initiated with an application and an interview with a loan officer’s responsibility is to acquire information about the customer, the purpose of the loan and the like hood of its repayment. 

(Bowline,1990) argued that after the firm has obtained the necessary information relevant to credit application; the next step is the analysis of the information provided from the borrower. He pointed that, the data necessary for the analysis and decision could be obtained from several sources like; - the company past experience with the applicant is the most obvious and usually the most convenient source of credit information. If the applicant has purchased on credit from the firm the past company’s experience with the accounting information were probably be one of the most important inputs into the decision to whether to extend or not to extend credit again. He continued emphasizing that if the decision is in the affirmative, the credit that the new and additional information is needed. He concluded the point arguing on it as to be more likely in case the applicant is asked for more credit when he/she has received from the firm in the past. Credit applicants are asked to supply much of the information necessary to judge the merits of their applications, if the applicant is a firm important financial data are in its financial statements. A ratio analysis of financial data can provide useful information concerning the credit worthiness of an applicant. Although the historical record of profitability and liquidity should be examined carefully, a proforma analysis of future profitability and liquidity is of greater relevance. The applicant may be asked to provide this proforma analysis but the firm that is being asked to grant the credit will have to assess its reliability (Bowline 1990). If it is personal loan the loan officer looks for a record of stable employment at a wage adequate to repay the loan and meet other financial obligations and for evidence of the repayment of earlier credit obligations including a home mortgage (Garry.1991). 

Local credit associations or bureau provide credit information about local firms as well as individuals. (Cotter, et al, 1993) pointed out that visiting a potential borrowers business and home can provide important clues to estimate whether or not the borrower was good borrower. They added that if in visiting their home a field agent feels that they have large family to feed them, on top of that if in visiting borrower business the field agents (loan officers) sees no customer in the borrower to make regular loan payment, then the agent can anticipate a poor repayment rate of the loan. The following are lending model.

2.2.3.1 Solidarity Group
 The solidarity group model is also called “peer lending group” and normally consists of four to five individuals who group together to borrow a loan in solidarity. The members are self selected, based on their reputation and relationship to each other. Useful here is the self screening and group pressures imposed upon every member of the group, urging each and every one of the borrowers to contribute his part in solidarity as mutually agreed and so ensures a rather secure loan recovery for the MFI. Morally speaking, the burden of such a microcredit is spread on more shoulders than in the case of a single borrower. The same naturally also applies on the risk perspective of the lending institution spreading its potential loss likelihood. It is the responsibility of the entire group that every payment is made on time according to a predefined repayment schedule. 

This also implies that the whole group suffers possible consequences in case they fail to pay back the loan. Most severe consequence for the poor is the loss of reputation and “creditworthiness”. After a successful repayment of the loan the group has the possibility and qualified to get a larger loan for larger activities and projects if desired. In this model the MFI has less work to do since the borrowers of the groups have most of the responsibilities such as: forming the group and selecting the right members, administration and organization of repayment plan and scheduling group meetings and meetings with the loan officers from the MFI (Hazeltine and Bull, 2003). Sustainability and profitability of microfinance institutions
2.2.3.2 Village Banking
Village banking describes a community-based credit and savings association, run by a village itself. The model was founded by John Hatch, the founder of the American NGO Finca (Felder-Kuzu, 2005). With this lending model, 25 to 50 low income members of a village, mostly women, join to take out a relatively large loan from a MFI and act as guarantors at the same time. After receiving the loan a self appointed village committee decides who gets smaller loans out of the group. This model further enables saving deposits. The normal payback periods range from 4 to 12 months and only after completion a new loan can be taken for the community. The role of the MFI is to assist only in administration and technical issues (Hazel tine and Bull, 2003).
2.2.3.3 Grameen Model
The Grameen model was invented in 1976 by Professor Muhammad Yunus, the founder and managing director of Grameen Bank. The model proved to be successful and today is practiced in more than 250 outlets of Grameen Bank in more than 100 countries ,Yunus (1999). The Grameen model was copied and modified many times according to the respective needs of regional markets and clients. Therefore many other models are extensions of, or derived from, the Grameen Model. Basically a new branch of the MFI is set up in a village with a field officer and some qualified workers, who have already done research on the population there in advance and made their choice according to its potential demand and its need of financial support. 

These employees of the MFI support then up to 15 to 20 villages in the surrounding and are strive to make the local, poor people aware of the microfinance possibilities through word of mouth and personal advisory. The lending process is similar to the solidarity group approach. Groups of five are created. However in the beginning only two members of the group receive a loan Sustainability and profitability of microfinance institutions Sarah Guntz - 10 - and are monitored for one month. The credibility of the group will then be based on the repayment performance of the first two individuals Hazeltine and Bull (2003). If they are reliable and could pay back their loan, the remaining members qualify for a loan as well, since the group is jointly and severally liable for the single members. Armendáriz de Aghion and Morduch say that loans go first to two members of the group, then to another two, and then to the fifth group member. Given that loans are being correctly and timely repaid, the cycle of lending continues (Armendáriz and Morduch, 2005).

2.2.3.4 Individual Model
The individual model is the most expensive and labor-intensive model for the MFI. Here clients have to be monitored and far more and deeper field research is necessary in order to choose the right clientele, especially because these people have no tangible collateral or credit history and in most cases are illiterate. Sources of information for the field officer are the family, friends and leaders of the community (Hazeltine and Bull, 2003). It is not unusual that the borrowers need to have a bailsman out of the family or community in order to receive a loan (Felder-Kuzu, 2005). With this model, the loan is given directly to the borrower and it is his/her sole duty to pay back the full amount plus interest rates without financial support from a group in case he/she defaults. Technical assistance as well as payment schedules and business management training is generally provided by the MFI (Hazeltine and Bull, 2003).
2.2.4. Performance of MFI’s Against Loan Delinquency
Delinquency refers to loan repayment rate while a loan is delinquent when a payment is late (CGAP, 1999). A delinquent loan becomes a defaulted loan when the chance of recovery becomes minimal. Delinquency is measured because it indicates an increased risk of loss, warnings of operational problems, and may help predicting how much of the portfolio will eventually be lost because it never gets repaid.  Delinquency is measured because it indicates an increased risk of loss, warnings of operational problems, and may help predicting how much of the portfolio will eventually be lost because it never gets repaid. There are three broad types of delinquency indicators: Collection rates which measures amounts actually paid against amounts that have fallen due; arrears rates measures overdue amounts against total loan amounts; and portfolio at risk rates which measures the outstanding balance of loans that are not being paid on time against the outstanding balance of total loans. Managers must be aware of the number and values of loans that have been rescheduled and this segment of the portfolio should be tracked separately. While repayment rate is typically cited as portfolio quality indicator (Craig, 2006), in practice it is not as effective as portfolio at risk because it does not reveal the full degree of vulnerability that an organization faces when a loan repayment is late. 

Portfolio at risk accounts for both; the loss that an MFI faces today due to late repayment and the potential loss that it faces if no future payments are made on that now delinquent loan This brings us to the importance of financial ratio analysis in MFIs with a focus on portfolio quality ratios. According to Joana (2000), portfolio quality ratios include; portfolio in arrears: “arrears “ratio considers only the value of the past due payments; portfolio at risk: “at risk “ratio considers the entire outstanding balance of loans that are delinquent by one or more payments Both the portfolio in arrears and the portfolio at risk ratios help the institution to monitor loan repayment and the risk of default. Loan loss ratio is a percentage of average outstanding balance for the period refers to the amount of loans written off in the period. All institutions will have some percentage of uncollectible loans, but well-managed institutions make keeping this percentage low their top priority (Beatriz, 2007). Many institutions resist writing off loans because of the belief that some of the loan may still be recuperated. Once a loan has been written off, collection efforts for this loan may continue if it makes economic sense. Loan write-offs are simply a prudent approach to financial management, not a legal acknowledgment that the borrowers no longer are in debt to the institution. Sheila, (2011) is of the view that proper and adequate appraisal is key to controlling or minimizing default. This is the basic stage in the lending process. Before beginning the process of collecting information on the client for the purpose of determining credit limits, the loan officer should have specific information available which will guarantee that the data and figures provided by the client will have a pro-margin error (Sheila, 2011).

2.2.5. Competency of Loan Officers
Loan officers evaluate, authorize, or recommend approval of loan applications for people and businesses (​http:​/​​/​www.bls.gov​/​ooh​/​business-and-financial​/​loan-officers.htm" \l "tab-4​) most loan officers generally need a high school diploma and receive on-the-job training. Commercial loan officers, however, need a bachelor’s degree in finance, business, economics, or a related field.  Mortgage loan officers must be licensed.  A loan officer (​http:​/​​/​www.wisegeek.com​/​what-is-a-loan-officer.htm​) functions as the liaison or intermediary between an institution that provides personal and business loans (​http:​/​​/​www.wisegeek.com​/​what-are-business-loans.htm​) to consumers and the applicants for a loan. A basic responsibility of loan officers is to seek to find a loan arrangement that is in the best interests of both the applicant and the bank or financial institution that has extended the loan. Sometimes the role of loan officers contradicts with the policies of the MFIs. In microfinance practice, standardize and automate decisions for lending creates huge challenges to loan officers’ capabilities to manage clients. Centralized policies can’t be implemented because of the uncertain context in the practical field or at the operational level. (Canales, 2012). Pressure for doing work, especially when to achieve unrealistic target, could create breakdown in ethical judgment. Loan officers are sometimes not prepared for a job that leads them to do bad behavior to clients’ they work for. Loan officers suffer a lot when clients don’t repay. On the other hand, clients also suffer in return in some cases. With a small guidance on the ethical orientation, loan officers sometimes violate the ethical concern just for recovering their debt from clients. Treating badly with clients is not a policy but respecting clients it’s a mantra. But this mantra doesn’t work always specially when there is a bad performance of loan portfolio. (Wardle, 2011). MFIs always try to reduce staff costs by standardizing of policies and create another pressure to loan officers. One of the ways to reduce cost per loan officers is when they serve increased number of customers. This is might be good for MFIs but it also decreases the quality of the work. Technology based procedures and standardization can restrict the decision of the loan officers. As a result, these things basically enhance structural pressure on loan officers. (Canales, 2012).

2.2.6. Challenges in Offering Loan Products
The last year financial crises have become the main cause for recession which was started in 2006 from US and was spread across the world. The world economy has been majority affected from the crisis. The securities in stock exchange have fallen down drastically which has become the root cause of bankruptcy of many financial institutions and individuals. The root cause of the economic and financial crisis is credit default of big companies and individuals which has badly rolled the world economy. As (Triantis 1992) points out, two types of asymmetric information problems arise in secured lending. The first arises at the time of contracting when the lender must assess the borrower’s present creditworthiness. All other things being equal, a borrower with a better financial status, perhaps more current assets or a more reliable cash-flow, is a better credit risk. Determining the borrower’s present. Note that this use of “screening” does not correspond to the usual game theory terminology. In (Buckley 1986) terminology screening refers to the lender’s transaction costs of gathering public information related to the borrower’s creditworthiness. “Screening” in game theory refers to a strategy for eliciting private information in which the uninformed party moves first. It is normally contrasted with signaling, in which the informed party moves first. I use Buckley’s terminology both for convenience and because it has been followed in subsequent commentary. Financial status is costly and lowering the costs of obtaining this information decreases the cost of credit. The information may be observable (e.g. can be reliably determined by the lender); in which case the relevant costs are simply the transaction costs of collecting the information (“screening” costs”). 

If the information is private information, that is, information which is not reliably observable by the lender, signaling strategies may be used to provide the information indirectly. A credit information bureau mandated by Republic Act (RA) 9510 or the Credit Information System Act, which was passed into law three years ago, has failed to take off the ground. The problem here is information asymmetry, as lenders do not know whether the borrowers have multiple loans. Information on these borrowers’ credit background is important,” Mr. Coronel said. This is the major problem that causing many financial loses such as the major problem facing many banks for instance, Dar es Salaam. Banc ABC has more defaulters in Tanzania than in other countries where it has operations, the fact that has reduced the bank’s profits and loan growth. Speaking in Dar es Salaam Thursday 26, july2012, the bank’s head of finance, Mr. Mwalimu Zubery, said the Tanzania subsidiary recorded about Sh8 billion as non-performing loans in 2010 mainly due to the difficulty in enforcing collaterals. The extent of this research study provides the knowledge and techniques that helpful in resolving these effects.

2.2.7. Strategy in Reducing Asymmetric Effects in Lending
Private sector innovations could come in the form of new and improved products, processes, and organizational structures that reduce production costs, better satisfy customer demands, and yield greater profits (Baumol, 2002). In microfinance, a now well-known example of a critically important innovation is the group-lending scheme applied by financial service providers (FSPs) such as Grameen and Accion. 

Group lending involves joint liability among members and it helps respond to information problems by incentivizing group-based screening (which could be more efficient than bank screening since members of the group may have more information on each other) as well as improving contract enforcement to the extent that peer pressure prompts repayment. As they got to know their clients, and as many of the latter established good credit histories (solving part of the information related problems), a number of FSPs have also evolved, in part reflected by a transition out of group lending into more individual lending based products (to be discussed in more detail below), as well as offering financial services beyond credit. The innovation of group lending sparked the microfinance revolution, and there is little doubt that further innovation were needed to sustain and take it to the next level.As many MFIs move away from group lending, they tend to build dynamic incentive features into their lending strategies in order to encourage repayment and minimize costs related to monitoring and enforcement. Thus dynamic incentives also help to mitigate the effects of information asymmetry (Rood man and Qureshi, 2006). Some of these dynamic incentives include the threat of exclusion of defaulting borrowers and giving borrowers in good standing access to larger loans, both of which give borrowers strong reasons for paying their loans back and keeping good credit standing. Some scholars consider this collateralizing the asset of future access to loans as an additional innovation (i.e. the other is group lending) by MFIs (Schreiner, 2003). 

2.3.0 Review of Relevant Theories
There are many theories in lending but for this case study have extracted two theories to add more concepts in this research study, the first was relationship lending theory and risk aversion .
2.3.1. Relationship Lending
Banks/Financial institutions in particular specialize in lending to a highly information-problematic class of borrowers. Because of this specialization, contracting in the bank loan market appears to differ substantially from contracting in other major debt markets (see Carey et al. 1993). One feature often ascribed to commercial bank lending is its emphasis on relationship lending. Banks may acquire information through the relationship by monitoring borrower performance over time under credit arrangements and/or through the provision of other services such as deposit accounts (see Allen, et al. 1991, Nakamura 1993), and use this information in designing future credit contracts. (Scott, 1986) argues that taking a security interest in the assets assigned to a venture in effect makes the lender covertures with the debtor, thus aligning their interests. There are several problems with this theory, discussed for instance by (Buckley, 1986) and (Mann, 1997): it is not clear why relationship lending is not possible even if it is unsecured; the different interests of the debtor and lender arise from the nature of their claims on the assets of the firm and it is not clear how this is overcome by relationship lending, with or without security; descriptively, long term relationship lenders are more likely to be unsecured. Empirical evidence indicates that “firms with greater experience and stronger bank-borrower relationships appear to pledge collateral much less often than other firms. (Berger & Udell , 1995) at 375. Thus it appears that a strong relationship is a substitute for collateral, contrary to Scott’s theory which suggests that security should strengthen the relationship. This theory still shows the extent of appraising customers in reducing information asymmetry in lending.

2.3.2. Theories of Joint-Liability Contracts
In analyzing JLLIs, economists have focused on either the effects of joint liability on the pool and behavior of borrowers, or on the fact that lending to groups as opposed to individuals is a way to reduce transactions costs. While we only discuss the joint-liability aspect of these lending programs, our argument is complementary to the transactions-costs argument. According to the transactions-costs argument, under many circumstances, it is only slightly more expensive to administer a group of n loans than to administer a single loan, so group lending enables a reduction in transactions costs per loan. Hulme, D., Mosley, P., 1996 Literature focuses on repayment, despite being only one aspect of profitability. Group lending solves informational asymmetries by shifting the burden from the lender to the group members. The theory based on reducing the effects on asymmetric information to the lower class/ lower income customer who are in need of loan to run their petty business but no physical asset to pledge on loan. Enforcement arises not from informational asymmetries but from the lender’s limited ability to apply sanctions against a delinquent borrower. Even if the borrower’s project succeeds so that she is able to repay, she may still refuse to repay if the legal system does not work very well and if the poverty of the borrower restricts the amount of effective sanctions. Besley and Coate_1995. Address the question of how joint-liability contracts affect the willingness to repay. 

They show that group lending has two opposing effects on repayment rates. The advantage of groups is that they allow a member whose project yields very high returns to pay off the loan of a partner whose project does very badly. The disadvantage is that a moderately successful borrower may default on her own repayment because of the burden of having to repay her partner’s loan. Both of the theory signifies the opportunities available in offering loan product to unsecured customer but after a certain arrangements as discussed in the two theories and was as result of appraising different customer for loan product.

2.4 Empirical Literature Analysis




2.4.1 Empirical Study in Other Country
The problem of non- performing loans is widespread. Nishimura, Kazuhito, and Yukiko, (2001) state that one of the underlying causes of Japan’s prolonged economic stagnation is the non-performing or bad loan problem. They explained that some of the loans made to companies and industries by financial institutions during the bubble era became non-performing when the bubble burst. This delayed structural reforms and prevented the financial intermediary system from functioning properly. Most of the defaults arose from poor management procedures, loan diversion and unwillingness to repay loans, Kohansal and Mansoori (2009). According to them a number of factors can cause loan defaults some of which are: Interest rate ceilings usually imposed by the government, monopoly power in credit markets often exercised by informal lenders, large transaction costs incurred by borrowers in applying for loans, moral hazard problems and many more.

2.4.2Empirical study in Africa
The study conducted by Okorie (1986) in Ondo state in Nigeria revealed that the nature, time of disbursement, supervision and profitability of enterprises, contributed to the repayment ability and consequently high default rates. Other critical factors associated with loan delinquencies are: type of the loan; term of the loan; interest rate on the loan; poor credit history; borrowers’ income and transaction cost of the loans. Okpugie (2009) also indicated that, high interest charged by the microfinance banks has been discovered to be the reason behind the alarming default. This was also confirmed by Vandel (1993), who also found that high interest rates charged by banks tend to facilitate default by borrowers. According to Gorter and Bloem (2002) non-performing loans are mainly caused by an inevitable number of wrong economic decisions by individuals and plain bad luck (bad weather, unexpected price changes for certain products, etc.). Under such circumstances, the holders of loans can make an allowance for a normal share of non-performance in the form of bad loan provisions, or they may spread the risk by taking out insurance. From the findings of the study conducted by Warue(2012) in Kenya, most cases of loan delinquency are caused by microfinance institutions and self help groups’ management failure to efficiently manage specific factors which are considered to be within the direct control of the MFIs’ and Self Help Groups’ (SHGs’) management. The external factors outside the direct control of the MFIs’ and SHGs’ management seem to contribute little to the levels of delinquent loans. Therefore, for effective management of delinquency, it is critical for MFIs to understand and focus more on the internal causes of delinquency which they have more control over and seek practical and achievable solutions to redress these problems. 

The loan officer should visit the home or the work place of the client with the main objective of determining whether the client needs the loan programmes or not. This information will help the loan officer to assess the ability to effectively utilize the loan. Hunte (1996) observed that the time to assess the applicant’s credit worthiness also matters. He argues that the longer it takes to assess the applicant, the better. This is because he believes that a shorter time is not enough to fully assess the applicant. This is in agreement with Bigambah (1997) who contends that it is necessary to analyze the client before a loan is issued; the applicant has to be screened to assess his or her credit worthiness. That is the ability to repay the loan, the business and the guarantee to secure the repayment of the loan. Bigambah (1997) observed that the loan default in Uganda has identified loan appraisal as the key factor. In a number of cases, the information received is not verified; in some cases the information received is doctored or falsified.

2.4.3. Empirical Study in Tanzania
Recent studies have shown that, there are over 50 registered MFIs in Tanzania but their overall performance has been poor. In her study Chijoriga evaluated the performance and financial sustainability of MFIs in Tanzania, in terms of the overall institutional and organizational strength. Imperfect information significantly increases default risks caused by adverse selection, moral hazard, and strategic default (Stiglitz, 1990; Ghatak, 1999), which make formal banks reluctant to offer services to the poor who cannot supply sufficient collateral to secure their loans. thus, means because of asymmetric information that client has more information than lender, for example, lender have little information on borrower about repayment default, this makes more financial institutions regard collaterals for their loan product to their customers. 

As a consequence, poor households tend to be excluded from formal financial services. Most Tanzanian has physical assets that due to nature of these assets limit them to use as collateral, for instance land as collateral.  Kironde, (1994 pg: 521) observed that, "The process of land transfer, be it of planned or of unplanned land needs to supported so that it comes out in the open. Currently, since land is regarded with suspicion by the government, many such transfers are not done in the open, thus leading to problems in land administration. Furthermore, describing reasons for inefficient on land administration in the country, Shivji (2001) observed the same that there is problem in ownership of land to majority of people in Tanzania and hence the Government must allow the citizens to have full ownership and control of land. Client outreach and operational and financial performance, in the study, 28 MFIs and 194 MSEs were randomly selected and visited in Dar es Salaam, Arusha, Morogoro, Mbeya and Zanzibar regions.

The findings revealed that, the overall performance of MFIs in Tanzania is poor and only few of them have clear objectives, or a strong organizational structure. It was further observed that MFIs in Tanzania lack participatory ownership and many is donor driven. Although client outreach is increasing, with branches opening in almost all regions of the Tanzanian mainland, still MFIs activities remain in and around urban areas. Their operational performance demonstrates low loan repayment rates and their capital structure is dependent on donor or government funding.

Other studies on microfinance services, in Tanzania were carried out by (Kuzilwa 2002) and (Rweyemamu et al, 2003). Kuzilwa examines the role of credit in generating entrepreneurial activities. He used qualitative case studies with a sample survey of businesses that gained access to credit from a Tanzanian government financial source. The findings reveal that the output of enterprises increased following the access to the credit. It was further observed that the enterprises whose owners received business training and advice, performed better than those who did not receive training. He recommended that an environment should be created where informal and quasi-informal financial institutions can continue to be easily accessed by micro and small businesses. Rweyemamu et al evaluated the performance of, and constraints facing, semi-formal microfinance institutions currently providing credit in the Mbeya and Mwanza regions. The primary data, which were supplemented, by secondary data, were collected through a formal survey of 222 farmers participating in the Agricultural Development Programme in Mbozi and the Mwanza Women Development Association in Ukerewe. The analysis of this study revealed that the interest rates were a significant barrier to the borrowing decision. Borrowers also cited problems with lengthy credit procurement procedures and the amount disbursed being inadequate. On the side of institutions, the study observed that both credit programmes experienced poor repayment rates, and all of these circumstances has the connections with loan appraisal by the institutions to their customers thus, causes low repayment rate, poor customer outreach higher interest rate and poor performance by these institutions.
 
2.5. Conceptual Framework
Most of literature did not exclude the reality about the intervention of Loan Appraisal Techniques in mitigating various unacceptable events in any financial institution. Therefore, all assumptions laid in this stage were based on the entire opinion detailing the Effectiveness of Loan Appraisal Techniques in Performance of Microfinance Institutions. The microfinance institutions like FINCA Tanzania they do offer varieties of loan categories to their customers (such as farmers and business man/woman). A loan product has potential advantage to both lenders and borrowers. For lenders this financial product contribute large proportion of microfinance’s profit, having been the products of highest profitability to an institution, the financial products comprises of higher risk as well. Default prior to repayment decreases the chance for profitability to these organizations which in most case, bankruptcy or death of these institutions have been reported. Borrowers are not faithful in the case of repayment by practicing fraud, forgery as well as hiding their intentions and true information’s prior to appraisal process. Microfinance institutions need to know her client better, by this way institution design a certain techniques which can assist them to acquire potential information which relates to their client and his business by so doing financial institution must concentrate in developing various techniques in appraising customer to solve the ever changing challenging loan granting environment. 

Loan appraisal is the only process that can secure microfinance institutions or other lenders from these financial losses, by using various techniques with several principles. The lower risks customers are the one that microfinance institutions undertake all loan appraisal process toward them. Reward of any institution is profit; to financial institution profit is the basic factor for growth, expansion and going. One of the major profitable products the bank has is loan product; hence the company needs to take precaution toward granting process. 

2.5.1. Variables Description
The study’s variables were into two main sides ruling in independent as well as dependent all being illustrated b the intervening the occurrence of other which is dependent variables, the action is directly explicated by the moderating one is the appropriate conduct of Loan Appraisal Techniques
(i)	Independent Variable
The study’s independent variables include all compounding elements which on one way or another lead to the smooth undertaking of Loan Appraising Techniques these compound elements include: effective loan screening processes, competent staff for appraising customers, effective loan granting policy. so the independence of these variables comes into effect simply due to its influence it plays whose result causes efficient in profitability of loan products.

(ii)	Dependent Variable 
The Dependent variable of this study is the MFIs performance, performance indicator for this study are much dependent to effective loan appraisal techniques. Indicators may range from increase in customer due to company outreach strategy, financial sustainability of organization which will enable future recapitalization of loan, collection and administrative efficiency of loan products. Therefore effective loan appraisals were resulted into this positive performance.

(iii)	 Moderate variable 












Source: Proposed researcher Model 2015

The diagram shows the relationship between the concepts under this research study whereby, The first circle representing independent variables which is loan appraisal techniques, middle circle represent the moderate variable which has effects to loan appraisal techniques and Performance of Microfinance institution, the last circle representing dependant variable.                .   
CHAPTER THREE
3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the methods and techniques to be used are discussed. They included research design, data collection methods and data analysis techniques.

3.1 Research Design
Yin (2003) stated that a research design is a critical process that involves the conceptualization of a problem and the creation of a narrative. The conceptualized problem in this research is exploratory case study design focused on the effectiveness of loan appraisal techniques to microfinance institution’s profitability. The case study allowed conducting of a rigorous exploration on an under-researched topic (Flyvbjerg, 2006). The exploratory case study design followed a philosophical assumption of honesty from the interviewees (qualitative informations) that guided the study, and a strategy of inquiry (quantitative informations) supporting an interpretative approach to understanding the perceptions, reasons, and views of visible minority and non-visible participants in the exploratory study. 

3.2 Description of the Study Area and population
Polit and Hungler (1999) refer to the population as an aggregate or totality of all the objects, subjects or members that conform to a set of specifications. In this study the population was conducted in the most and largest microfinance Bank in Tanzania which is one of 23 subsidiaries of FINCA Microfinance Holding Company (FMH), started its operations in 1998 in Mwanza. It has since then extended throughout the country, currently operating 26 branches in 17 regions in the country, these are Magomeni Mwembechai, Ilala, Tegeta, Temeke, Dodoma, Ifakara, Kibaya, Morogoro, Mpwapwa, Bunda, Mara, Mwanza, Tarime, Arusha, Arusha Meru, Moshi, Muheza, Tanga ,Iringa, Mbeya, Njombe, Songea, Bukoba, Geita, Kahama and Shinyanga. FINCA Microfinance Bank now serves more than 120,000 active clients countrywide who are served by over 700 staff countrywide. A researcher was one of staff and he had worked in two branches Dodoma and Temeke branches and this gave him the mandate and freedom in gathering all required information and data which were done by visiting the pre-mentioned areas.

3.3. Sampling Methods
The process of selecting a portion of the population to represent the entire population is known as sampling (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber 1998; Polity & Hungler 1999). Stratified sampling techniques were used. The purposive type was used for data collection at Finca –Dodoma branch and Temeke branch.

3.3.1. Sample Size




Table 3.1 Distributions of Respondents per Category and Data Collection Techniques
Respondents 	Questionnaires	Questionnaires	Percentage  	Percentage  







Source: Proposed distribution of respondent per categories and district, 2015

3.2 Sampling Technique
Researcher selected probability sampling technique; in which Stratified Sample were used. Stratified Sample is a modification of random and systematic techniques that involves a ranking of elements on a list, such as the rank of authority at Finca these are, managers, supervisors, loan officer as well as customers. By stratifying the list according to important demographic characteristics, the researcher is able to ensure a greater likelihood the sample was representative of the entire population this is because he was using random process to collect the requisites data by interviewing credit managers and supervisors, while rest units were given questionnaires.

3.3.0 Data Collection Technique
 Within each general research approach, one or many data collection techniques may be used. Typically, a researcher decided for one (or multiple) data collection techniques while considering its overall appropriateness to the research, along with other practical factors, such as: expected quality of the collected data, estimated costs, predicted no response rates, expected level of measure errors, and length of the data collection period (Lyberg and Kasprzyk, 1991) (​http:​/​​/​dstraub.cis.gsu.edu:88​/​quant​/​8citations.asp" \l "Lyberg​). It is of course possible that a given research question may not be satisfactorily studied because specific data collection techniques do not exist to collect the data needed to answer such a question (Kerlinger, 1986) (​http:​/​​/​dstraub.cis.gsu.edu:88​/​quant​/​8citations.asp" \l "Kerlinger​). A combination of four data collection methods were adopted in this study. This is to avoid the inherent weakness of using a single method of collecting data in getting reliable and realistic findings. Hence such combination is to help supplement the weakness of one another. The following are data collection techniques.

3.3.1. Interview
This involved direct consultation to the concerned employees of FINCA Tanzania. This interview questions were given to managers and supervisors who undertake in-depth analysis of their clients as well as loan officers. The interview questioning guide was designed to ask participants to reconstruct their experiences and to explore their meaning. To foster a relaxed, nonjudgmental atmosphere during the interviews, the interviewer focused on how questions rather than why questions Yin (2003). The participant interviews were guided by questions that served as a framework to open dialogue and explored participants’ attitudes and perspectives of obtaining executive positions by visible minorities. Responses to the questions set the direction for further exploration. Yin (2003) noted that the interviews should be guided conversations rather than structured queries. A researcher extracted notes during these conversations.
3.3.2. Observation
This method was the primary data collection technique which involved the collection of data through observation. The researcher observed the way credit department’s analyses, and collecting the information about their clients. This helped researcher in collecting information concerning attitudes, perception and behavior of respondents in the problem area.

3.3.3. Questionnaires
Important information regarding the effectiveness of loan appraisal is expected to be generated at credit department that includes the following staffs branch managers, loan officers, and customer service staffs, which is the one dealing with appraising borrowers and so the questionnaire distributed to customers and to loan officers, in which the closed ended questions were designed to reinforce the response on the effectiveness of loan appraisal to lending by microfinance institutions. The five point likert scales were used in this study.

3.3.4. Documentation
Unlike other primary data collection techniques mentioned earlier, the researcher also used the secondary data collection techniques such as documentation. Researcher extracted data from some of the records of the organization. The collected data using this method involve historical records, organization documents and reports.
3.3.5 Types of Data to be collected
In this study both primary and secondary data were used. Source of primary data involved asking questions to borrowers and other staff members and sources of secondary data obtained from different documents from the bank such as literature survey, text books, journals internets and other published information.
3.5. Data Analysis
In the process of gathering the facts about the effectiveness of loan appraising process to microfinance institutions the data were collected for both qualitative and qualitative data in order to satisfy the four objects under this study. In getting more secondary data for objectives number one and two, descriptive techniques were employed in accordance to the reports on the most successful microfinance institutions in market. This added the quality of final interpretations. In a way of attempting objectives number three and four statistical techniques were employed in obtaining enough primary data from the respondents. By using charts, tables and graphs through an advanced Microsoft Excel package, the information so obtained were analyzed in the form of percentages and frequencies to aid easy interpretation of the data.
3.6. Reliability and Validity
Joppe (2000) defines reliability as the extent to which results are consistent over time and an accurate representation of the total population under study is referred to as reliability and if the results of a study can be reproduced under a similar methodology, then the research instrument is considered to be reliable.  Embodied in this citation is the idea of replicability or repeatability of results or observations. Kirk and Miller (1986) identify three types of reliability referred to in quantitative research, which relate to: (1) the degree to which a measurement, given repeatedly, remains the same (2) the stability of a measurement over time; and (3) the similarity of measurements within a given time period (pp. 41-42). Charles (1995) adheres to the notions that consistency with which questionnaire [test] items are answered or individual’s scores remain relatively the same can be determined through the test-retest method at two different times hence good research work should hold high degree of reliability and should be valid as well. All research questions proposed tested by the available theoretical analysis and intuitive analysis of the historical evidence on the profitability of microfinance institution with application of different loan techniques prior to loan granting processes, within the period under review.

3.7 Limitations





4.0 PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDING

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents and analyses data based on the way they were gathered from the field which was Finca Tanzania one of the most leading financial institution in Tanzania.
Distribution Summary about the Presentation of Findings
This study used sixty one respondents divided into four major category Customers, managers, credit supervisors and credit officers both as the workers and clients of Finca Tanzania. It would be recognized that during the process of presenting and analyzing information gathered from the field, calculations were performed using accredited machines such as computer and calculator , more precisely, Microsoft Excel were additionally used in illustrating responses from respondents upon which the study obtained figures and tables which led to better presentation of findings.
4.1 Respondents Characteristics
In this section, the study provides a way by which all information narrating the characteristics of respondents is presented and analyzed. Customers are the most important part of any organization. They are resource upon which the success of the business depends. When thinking about the importance of customers it was useful to have their understanding in loan appraisal process in this part of research survey, the results for surveying awareness of customer especially credit customer to a bank were as follows;
4.1.1 Consumer Loan Products Distribution
Most of loan provided financial institutions are categorized in two major groups secured and unsecured loan. The group is created due to the collateral pledge against the loan. Finca has secured loan individual loan product and unsecured loan for group loan, where by group member provides guarantorship for one another against the loan, which was called Village Banking Business loan or secured loan is a loan (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Loan" \o "Loan​) in which the borrower pledges some asset (e.g. a car or property) as collateral (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Collateral_(finance)" \o "Collateral (finance)​) for the loan, which then becomes a secured debt owed to the creditor who gives the loan. Finca offers also small group loan which lies in the middle of business loan and village banking. The following were the respondents according to type of loan they purchase at Finca.




Small Group Loan 	6	26%
Total	23	100%

 As from the Table 4.1 above customer from village banking loan constitute 44 percent of the customer responses, business loan 30 percent and lastly small group loan comprise of 26 percent of the total customer responses. The results denote all Finca’s loan products that have been represented by a certain percentage which can give a researcher clear picture of the role for Loan Appraisal process. Based on the finding presented in figure 4.1 above, the study therefore analyzes that almost all credit customers were involved in purchasing different loan products from Finca which contributed to almost wide range in our research findings on the effectiveness of LA Techniques in lending.
  
4.1.2 Customer Duration in acquiring credit facility at Finca
Another point investigated by the study was the duration that every customer was spent in acquisition of loan products at Finca. The intention of investigation this aspect was done just as the way to grasp the extent to which Finca customer were aware of loan appraising techniques. In this regard, customers were studied by requiring them to explain the time each has spent while a customer with Finca financial institution especially at Finca Dodoma.
Table 4.2 Respondents Duration in Acquiring Credit Facility at Finca Tanzania
Category	Frequency	Percentages (%)
More than two years	11	48
One year and above	10	43




Table 4.2 above connotes that majority 91% of Finca customers have been credit customers from one year to two year and above. Thus, based on the findings presented above, the study therefore analyzed that most credit customer have information and they are aware about the conduct of loan appraisal before and after granting loan products , this was due to analyzed results that all respondents have mentioned to have spent extended time as Finca customer.


4.1.3 Constitution of Credit Officer as per Finca Sstaff
The study was interested to find out the constitution of Finca credit staff in different loan products, the reason for this was that different types of loan has different policies and different implementations and all of these staff was participating in providing in-depth effectiveness of LA techniques in lending .The following is chart showing the number of credit staff in according to their type of loan their servicing 




Small Group Loan 	      20	62
Total	32	100

Table 4.3, Shows Finca Tanzania has a number of credit officers every branch and these officers are for different loan products, such as VB, BL, and SGL the results above  responses of staff who contributed in answering different questionnaire. The results had shown that 16 percent of officers who deals with VB product (village banking) and 22 percent for small group loan officers and 62 percent for business loan. This shows that greater number of BL officers were selected and were accept to answer questionnaires, which is larger compared with SGL officers and VB officers. For our research study having this statistics explores the details of the information we are looking for, these officers serve different amount of loan with different level of default risk. Business loan officers deals with customers with large and big loan amounting from 500,000 and also have huge risk, SGL deals with the group loan, where by individual customer enjoy loan product by having member as security , this has less risk as compared to business loan . Lastly, VB have small loan to a number of member who applies it as cover the group, this type of loan product has less risk compared to above products so long as group is properly selected and appraised. Based on the finding presented in figure 4.3 Above , the study therefore analyzes that almost all officers were involved in servicing credit customers and hence all types of loan products at Finca was included to research findings on the effectiveness of LA Techniques in lending.
  
4.2. Awareness of Client Toward an Appraisal Process
One of the specific tasks of the study was all about assessing the awareness of credit customer to loan appraisal process in reducing asymmetry effects to micro finance institutions case study of Finca Tanzania. Different question were given to customer to examine their understanding and also comments from Finca staff were included from this research study.
4. 2.1 Customer’s Awareness toward different purposes of loans
In finding the extent of awareness to Finca credit customer for working capital loan that Finca offers, this question was inevitable for the reasons of proper utilization of loan obtained by the customer to their business and hence if he/she understood then repayment problem reduced. The results were as follows on the table below;





Source: Researcher findings, 2015
Table 4.4 above denotes the responses on the purpose of the loan they are purchasing which shows largest percent of customer customers do acknowledged the purpose of loan that 83 percent of customer have agreed on the statement working capital loan is for adding the capital of their business to encourage growth and expansion , but few about 17 percent said no to the statement, this signifies that other borrowers do not even understanding the purpose of loan their taking which in future lead to failure in repayment.
 
4.2.2 Awareness toward different Models in Lending 
Another aspect sought by the study in finding awareness of credit customer prior to appraisal processes was to assess the village banking products that constitute of many clients and relatives whether they have full knowledge of act as guarantors incase one or three leave without information due to adverse selection 






Table 4.5. above constitute the information on lending technique that involve group of people(neighbors) carrying different economic activity in which the member themselves individually cannot be able to pledge security for the amount of loan their taking instead by coming as the group they provide group-guarantorship with one another . This question was attempt by village banking loan customers for about 87 percent said its true that group lending was the method used mostly to borrower with no collateral and so the group member offers 
guarantorship to one another in the group, and few about 13 percentage choose false and most of them were the customer from other type of loan that Finca offers.. The results above shown that number of customer purchasing this type of loan products understand information regarding this type of product 
4.2.3 Customer Awareness on the Different Procedures For Loan Application at Finca
Procedure for taking loan products was a key appraising factors against customer by Finca Tanzania. The study examines the Finca procedure for granting by asking the customer whether they were aware and if they properly functioned. the questionnaire were whether Finca loan procedures were much complicated and easy to follows, the results were as indicated in the table below
Table 4.6 Responses on appraising procedure for taking loan at Finca
Particular 	Frequency	Percentage (%) 







The results shown in table 4.6,above signify the responses on whether loan granting process and procedures at Finca were very much complicated which cannot be implemented or not. Most of customers seem to agree on the question that the process were too complicated and not easy to be followed. 74(44+30) % of the customers they seems to agree while26 (22+4) % Disagrees strongly.
In accordance to the results the number of Finca client have agreed to the question that said the loan granting procedure are too complicated and not easy to be followed, the results indicate the level of understand of these client about appraisal process in screening customers before offering loan to the customer, also in another side seems these type of customers face some difficulties in purchasing these products and this can because of requirements of loan per the application.
4.2.4 Awareness on appraisal Informations in Lending
 For bank to know her customer better they requires business documents such as ,business license ,title deeds of land, Identity of borrower and financial statements . The study intended to examine the awareness and willingness of customer to offer the financial evidence prior appraising processes. The results shown in the table 4.2, below
Table 4.7. Responses on Requirements of Finca Loan Products








Source: researcher findings, 2015
Results on table4.7, above shows the responses of customers on the requirements of bank for loan granting process, 13% of customer responded do agree on the concepts.13% of customer disagree to the matter and 56% percent of customer responded have strongly agrees on the matter, 4% of customer has strongly disagree on the concepts and finally only 13% of customers do not know what to respond. From the results more customer tend to agree thus, 15% agree and 57% strongly agree that bank has requires those documents needed for loan application. , the results implies that Finca customer either a new customer or the oldest customer why bank requiring them to submit those document. While group/part of customer have responded negatively for 13% disagree. And 9% disagree strongly and 9% did not respond at all. Thus means other customer didn’t understood and other not know what to agree that banks has to take verification of some documents and this customer comprises of customer who turn to be defaulters. The customer like these are readily to fraudulent and forgery documents so that they can get loan.
4.2.5 Views of Credit Finca Credit Staff on Credit Customer Awareness on Different Process
In this stage, the study was interested to find the awareness of customers toward LA process by interviewing managers and providing questionnaires to loan officers. The following are results from Finca opinion on customer awareness toward LA process.
Table 4.8:  Credit Officer’s Views on Costumer’s Level of Understanding





Source: researcher findings, 2015
The above table4.8 results represent the views of credit officers on customer level of understanding regarding the whole process of appraisal for a loan. 47% of credit officer s said understands of customer prior loan appraisal processes was average, 3% was very good and 50% said knowledge of customer were poor. This result seems to follow under average and poor and the reason for these results were given. Also, results from interview with credit managers at Finca said the knowledge of credit customer about the procedure was good to most of customers but the problem was in way funds or loan are going to be utilized, means most of loans amount were taken for different purpose out from the intended one, for instances, most of business loan offered were used in paying social issues like dowels, schools, food at homes and other ceremonies.  

4.3 Loan Appraisal Techniques used by Lenders in the Process of Granting Loan
Good loan appraisal techniques must be able to analyze repayment capacity and how to appraise information collected about an applicant's character, capital and collateral position. The process of cash flow and balance sheet analysis has to be examined for corporate customers and key interpretation ratios are introduced. But for small entrepreneurs or sole proprietorship character base (KYC) method was essential, this study was base on mostly complicated part of appraisal for appraising character of loan applicant. 

4.3.1. The Role of Loan Appraising Techniques in Lending
The study recognize the significant of effective and a well performed loan appraisal techniques by this way research requires officers to respond on the role of LA Techniques in lending  the following were the results.
 
Table 4.9: Responses on the role of L.A Techniques in Lending







Source: researcher findings, 2015
Results showed credit officers responses on the role of proper loan appraising techniques in lending , 19 percent of credit officers agree that most lending risks can minimized by proper method of loan appraisl,6percentage of officers disagree , 56percent of officers have agree strongly to the statement , 0percent disagree strongly and 19percent were neutral to statement . Also results from interviews with managers and line manager they said loan screen (appraisal) is necessary for the bank to know her customer. And by these loan appraisal techniques that determine the amount of loan which advanced to the customer.

4.3.2 Scope and Usefulness of CAMPARI
The intended to the usefulness of CAMPARI as the major known techniques in microfinance institutions, thus means a part from other methods like 5cs and other, finding from the interviews with manager and line managers have conclude to have employ CAMPARI method with comparisons to other methods this was due to its scope of screening factors, the following are also results from credit staff who implements the named technique.

Table 4.10: Responses on the Role of CAMPARI As Lending Technique in L.A







Source: researcher findings, 2015
The results above showed different responses on the role of CAMPARI as one of the best technique in lending environment. 63percent of credit officers have agree that due to its scope of appraising factors COMPARI is the best method , 3percent of officers disagree,19percent have strongly agree, 6percent have strongly disagree  and only 9percent were neutral to the matter.
4.3.3 Managers Views on Finca Loan Appraising Techniques-Interviews
The commonest techniques viewed by number of managers were those of customer based. Thus, why due to these techniques forced Finca managers have developed different loan products in accordance with nature of business the type of customer was in. different customer were treated differently those with registered business were required to presents forinstance collateral & guarantors during appraisal and that risk of these type of loan were converted against those factors, those with no collaterals were appraised in group wise that a group provide both guarantor ship and collateral.


4.4 Credit officer’s Competency in Lending
Another objective of this research study was to examine competency of loan officers at Finca financial services. Loan officers generally were the one connect directly the organization and credit customers, and it’s these officers that screens customer information hence efficiency of loan officers contribute positively in reducing asymmetric effects.
 
4.4.1 Contribution of Credit Officers to Customer Business
For the purpose of this research study contribution of credit officers to customer place of business were inevitable, which represents supports of organization to client developments after receiving loan from organization. To analyze this aspect researcher provided with questionnaire that requiring customer to comments on performance of credit officers to their place of business
Table 4.11. Showing Responses on Services of Credit Officer to Customers







Source: researcher findings, 2015
From the results above show different responses of customer against the contribution of loan officers to customer place business. The results depicts 18% of customer have agreed, 30% Disagreed, 0% strongly agree, 39% are disagreed strongly and 13% did not respond and understand the question. The total respond for accepting were (18+0) which is 18%.less than those Disagree (30+39) which is 69%. This signifies that credit officers were not visiting the place of customer business for training them and advice in normal dealing with money so borrowed. 13% of clients were neutral and did not respond.
4.4.2 Liaison Duties of Credit Officers
Also for the purpose of this objective the study intended to find out the potential obligation of credit officers on linking the organization to its customers. To examine this point the study again requiring credit customers to evaluate relationship between Finca and its credit customers.
Table 4.12. Responses on Link Duties Of Customer & Finca Organization by Credit Officers







Source: researcher findings, 2015
The results above reflect different responses on the relation between Finca as organization and customers by the effort or engagement of loan officers. The results show 18% of customer Agree, 22%Disagree, and 26% Strongly Agree 30%Strongly Disagree and 4% were neutral for relationship between Finca and Customer by which is performed by credit officers. The results 44% (18%+26%) have agreed that competent loan officers built the relationship between Finca as financial institution and customer. This means that credit officers did play very important role for building good relationship between organization and company. 52(22%+30%) includes the responses for Disagree on the arguments that Finca have competent loan officers to bridge the gap between the organization and customers those disagree exceed the one agree on the matter, this implies that there were a problem to officers in dealing with customers.
4.4.3 Competence on Organization Performance
Competence of loan officers in financial institution depend on risk management skills  & ability that he/she has in the business ,for the purpose of this study intended to examine the competency of credit officer with regard to their loan portfolios risk performance . Hence researcher requiring credit officers to respond on their current PAR range.
Table 4.13. Shows Responses Against PAR Range






Source: researcher findings, 2015
The results above shows that only 17% of  credit officer were having  lowest PAR , this means that in their portfolio they have smaller outstanding loan amount to customer and the bigger the percentage the more the risk capital were exposed and vice versa. 34% percent of officers were having medium range of PAR and 49 percent of responded has more exposed risk capital than the rest range.
Credit officer with lowest level of PAR seems to have highest ability as credit of officer and competence in collecting debts raised from business of lending and officers with bigger PAR means his/ her performance is very weak that hinder him/her to manage the whole process of collectability of loanable funds from customers.
4.4.4 General Ability of Credit Officer
To analyze competence of credit officer in her/his daily duties especially appraising credit worthiness of customer examination of officer quality was inevitable. Hence the study design questionnaire requiring offers to respond on the requirement prior to recruitment process. The results on ability of officer to appraise customer were depicted on the following table 







The above table represents the responses of credit officers on whether having credit pass grade in mathematics help them perform their analysis and appraisal issues , 81 percent of credit officers have agreed and only 19percent of credit disagree on the concept that credit pass help them in appraisal processes 
4.4.5 Training Area offered by Finca to Credit Staff
Training is one of the empowering tool that organization is bound to offer to her credit staff and other staff so as to improve their knowledge and skills on the area the area therein. Finca has number of credit training the following was the results on major training area most financial Institutions offer to their staffs.







Table 4.15 Responses of Credit Staffs on Deliquency as the Major Training Area at Finca

Table 4.15 shows results from credit staffs on wether finca has delinquency management training as part of increasing their knowledge and skills on the products and customer managements 38% agrees,53% agree strongly 1% disagree, 0% disagree stongly and only 6 % were not aware and do not understand the question.
As per the stipulated results more responses has strongly agree with 53% and 38 % agree on the concepts that Finca has train in Delinquency management to improves the performance at their working areas for different loan products 
4.4.6 Interview Results from Managers Against Competence of Loan Officer’s Visas its Role on LA
Manager’s responses about competence of loan officers toward LA process and role to the organization against credit facilities, number of manager have almost similar answers and they said, competence of loan officers was determined by education level and performance , a well educated loan officer can easy analyze customer’s information prior to loan granting forinstance profitability , liquidity and gearing ratios from the client’s financial statements , and for organization performance he/she was required to manage PAR well and maintain it as lowest as possible. For additional knowledge training and seminar regard the work was also inevitable to keep him/her up to date and flexible with changing in completion or innovation of financial products.
4.5 Assessment of Challenge of Microfinance Institution
Another objective of this study that feed the new information about effectiveness of Loan Appraisal techniques were from the challenges faced by these microfinance institutions in their daily operations. For purpose of this research study, a research provides with the following questionnaires to managers, supervisors and credit officers to responds on the major challenges faced by MFIs.

4.5.1 Decision for Granting Loan to Customer
In examine the challenges of microloan institutions decision for granting loan was the crucial step that organization risks its capital. For the purpose of this research study, research needed to examine the factors considered for finalizing loan decision. The results were as follows:-






About all the officers have agreed that information generated after appraisal process is the one that determine amount of loan be granted to loan applicant. Thus mean if the appraisal process was done in proper methods it can play a bigest part in reducing all credit risk in lending.
4.5.2 Negative Effects of Multiple Loans
Inoder to precisely determine the effects of multiple loan micro loan instituions, researcher provided with question to require them to responds on the increase in microloan institution that role to over lending to customers.

Table 4.17 Responses on the Effects of Multiple Loans in Repayment







Source: researcher findings, 2015
Results about this concern indicated that majority 47% of all agree that increase in number of financing institutions cause the growth of multiple loans that affects repayment and credit worthiness to many borrowers, 19% of them Disagree ,31%Strongly Agree and 3% Strongly disagree and non were neutral. Hence the results shown 78% of all offers have agree and strongly Agree on the concepts that increase in microfinance results in increase in multiple loan that result in low repayment of low from these customers.

4.5.3 Views of Managers on Challenges of MFIs
Finding from interviews based on internal factors and external factor both give challenges to financial institutions, multiple loan , defaulter/increasing the level of delinquencies, forgery and fraud in business related documents prior to appraisal process, no or little support of local governments in the process, and information asymmetry these happen to be the major challenges of MFIs. 

4.6 Role of Loan Appraisal Techniques to MFIs and Customer
The study was also specifically interested to find out the role of loan appraisal techniques in lending in detecting credit performance and its influence in attracting new customers or retaining the existing credit client to financial institutions specifically at Finca Tanzania. Reason for achieving investigation on this aspect emanated from the fact that Loan Appraisal Techniques has been taken as mere tool for better managing and safeguarding any credit offering institutions. In order to precisely determine the role of LA Techniques researcher requiring credit officers and management two respond on these question results indicated in the table and other comments 
Table 4.18 .The following are the Role of Loan Appraisal Techniques in Minimizing the Default Risks







The question seems to be understood by most officers, which were attempted and responded and happened that all credit officer have agreed to the statement that credit appraisal techniques helps minimizing the rate of defaulting to most borrowers. 29% percent of officers have agreed and 71% have strongly agreed to the matter. Thus means through proper credit appraisal assurance of selecting a right customer to a loan and recapitalization enhanced. Hence 100% of all questionnaires responds on agree and strongly agree on the concepts.
 
4.6.1 Responses of Managers on Roles of Loan appraisal Techniques in Lending





5.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the summary of the study and meanwhile concludes and finally draws recommendation based on the entire picture and findings for this study.

5.2 Summary
The study was aiming at investigating the role of Loan Appraisal Techniques to microfinance institutions. However certain ways were used to gather data from the field of 55 respondent using interviews a questionnaire. While, table and figure were used in presenting findings which were supported by percentage in illustrating responses from respondents. Based on findings analyzed in the previous part, it indicate that Effective Loan Appraising Techniques are inevitable in the changing lending environment like it’s in Tanzania ,as  more and more banks, money lenders and MFIs are increasing, causing over lending/multiple loans, increasing in asymmetry effects and finally adverse selection during appraising that results to fake loans. This affects most of MFIs in terms of profitability and growth. In this competitive lending environment a competent loan officers become very important bridge between the company issuing loan and the customers and strengthening the relationship between , also make  use of these effective LA Techniques to ensure profitability of different loan products that organization have. Customer is also important component in this aspects because the products are purchased by them so the study find out that a well understanding and served customer is a good agents for more new customer.
5.3 Conclusion
Much more information about the role of LA Techniques to MFIs profitability and growth has been revealed upon which common comprehension about this aspect has been obtained. Based on the finding s, Finca needs to undergo several strategies that would probably increase and even improve LA Techniques to cater for more entrants to loan and retention of existing customer as well as gaining competitive advantage from other MFIs. Therefore,  the study concluded that L A Techniques plays a significant role in protecting and assuring safeness of loan products offered by Finca. 
 
Small business &MFIs lending involves a number of important issues related to information asymmetry.  Much of the literature on monitoring and relationship lending has focused on the information asymmetry between the lender and borrower.  This is important for understanding the bi-lateral contract between the lender and borrower; however, this paper emphasizes the efficient of this L A Techniques in producing more information about the customers, because the process by which a lender improves its information about a borrower can simultaneously worsen the relative position of potential outside lenders. The Dynamics of Over lending: An Intrinsic Problem of Competitive Lending. 

In some countries where competition for microfinance clients has become fiercest, notably Bolivia and Bangladesh and to some extent Uganda, evidence is emerging of a dangerous tendency: clients borrow more than they can handle and delinquency rises throughout the microfinance market.  This tendency occurs because under competition lenders face strong pressure to make larger loans or multiple loans in order to keep clients from moving to a competitor. Regulatory responses coupled with the growing experience base of micro lenders and their clients may be sufficient to keep over-lending from becoming a crisis in most countries.  However, the underlying incentives were continue to exert an influence.  It is likely that the days of very low delinquency across microfinance institutions were disappear as competition increases.   MFIs must devote time and energy to understanding how competition changes their situation.  They must study the market and the competitors.  This requires development of tools and internal processes that can help MFIs access the choices available. MFIs must beware of the pitfalls of increased competition including the fact that unhealthy lending is intrinsic in this new environment and that any effective strategy were temporary.

The willingness and ability to make a rational independent decision based on the facts is of supreme importance in a credit role.  This is why some credit officers prefer to be segregated from the relationship managers and the clients, and this may be appropriate depending on the credit culture of the organization.  It is usually more difficult for a credit officer to make an adverse decision when they know the client, and it takes a keen ability to judge the facts independent of the personalities or other circumstances that are often observed when credit officers take a more active approach to the sales effort.  Regardless of the way it is executed, the final decision-maker must maintain independence and objectivity.  Independent thought also fosters creativity, which often leads to positive change.  Try to add value by suggesting alternatives or unique approaches to loan structuring, covenants, and prospecting strategies.  This type of idea generation is often stifled in a group setting where independent thought and analysis is more difficult to accomplish. That being said, while every highly successful organization requires self-motivated and independent thinking individuals, in reality most work is accomplished within teams so mutual supportiveness is vital.  Good credit officers don’t operate in a vacuum.  They use their peers to talk through ideas, to probe for recommendations based on other’s past experiences, to get second opinions, and to commiserate if they are having a tough time making a final decision or actually make a bad decision.  Isolation can lead to blind risk taking and can also promote inconsistency of decisions among individuals on a credit team.  A bank doesn’t want the same credit request receiving different answers from different credit officers on the same team simply because they aren’t on the same page regarding risk tolerance or industry-specific insights that can and should be shared.   While it is a very empowering and fulfilling, independence also requires that one prepare to be held accountable for their decisions.  

Accountability is important but must not result in fear of responsibility or being overly conservative. This study further concludes that contribution of L A Techniques is tangible as it is always used as the tool for obtaining all information relating financial capability of borrowers for the loan. furthermore, its contribution is experienced always from intervention as it can be used to provide necessary information pertaining to new customer  which aided in developing products that suit the requirement s of new customer and new and these were achieved by more competent loan officers
5.4 Recommendation
Many issues about the Effectiveness of L A Techniques to MFIs performance have addressed and afterwards concluded. This means L A Techniques is crucial act which helps MFIs increase, and maintain profitability for growth and expansion meanwhile prevent the occurrence of defaulters and fake loans. So, Finca is herein recommended to place measure that would favorably improve and even enhance the implementation of Loan Appraising Techniques for further assurance of future profitability and growth of organization.  

5.5  Area for Further Studies	
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THE OPEN UNIVERSITY OF TANZANIA
Title of the study: The Effectiveness of Loan Appraisal Techniques to performance of microfinance institution, 
Note: this questionnaire will be helpful tool for a researcher to find out the role of loan appraisal to microfinance institutions in Tanzania, so the information that your about to respond will be used only for this purpose and a researcher is assuring for no leakage of part or section of the information you’re giving herein.
INSTRUCTIONS
	The questionnaires provide the option to show your attitude on the statement. By TICKING on the selected squire/box for either of the following attitude options. Disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neutral, agree somewhat or agree strongly were in a position to express your attitude on the statement provided for every table provided. 
	Other questions tick on the best answer among the listed answers for the questions  
Objectives. 1. Examine awareness of client toward an appraisal process
Qn1.what type of loan product you applied at Finca?
(a) Village banking loans (  )                    (b) Business loan products    (  ) 
(c)  Small group loan (  )
B. Why have you chosen to be the customer for above product?
……………………………………..
Qn. 2. For how long have you been a customer at Finca Tanzania?
(A)	Less than one year
(B)	One year
(C)	More than two years
Qn2. Working capital loan is designed only to cater for adding capital in the business for growth and expansion 
(   )  YES       (    ) NO
 Qn3. Most of procedure for taking loan at Finca are very complicated and are not easy to be followed 
(i) Agree
(ii) Disagree
(iii) Strongly Agrees 
(iv) Strongly Disagree
(v) Neutral 
4. For a bank to know her customer better, they requires business document such as, license, title deed other deeds, identity of borrower and nature of business that business.
(i) Agree
(ii) Disagree
(iii) Strongly Agrees 
(iv) Strongly Disagree
(v) Neutral 
Qn5. Group lending is the method designed to cater for the borrowers with no collateral and so the group member offers guarantorship to each member of the group.
(A) TRUE        (    )
(B) FALSE      (     )
Objective 2. Examine quality of loan officers in servicing clients
Qn6. Finca staff often make visits at our business premises whereby they conduct business training especially entrepreneurship skills and other business advices
(i) Agree
(ii) Disagree
(iii) Strongly Agrees 
(iv)Strongly Disagree
(v) Neutral 
Qn7 Relation between Finca and our Business is built friendly by competent loan officers
(i) Agree
(ii) Disagree








Note: this questionnaire will be helpful tool for a researcher to find out the effectiveness of loan appraisal to microfinance institutions in Tanzania, so the information that your about to respond will be used only for this purpose and a researcher is assuring for no leakage of part or section of the information you’re giving herein.
INSTRUCTIONS
	The questionnaires provide the option to show your attitude on the statement. By TICKING on the selected squire/box for either of the following attitude options. Disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neutral, agree somewhat or agree strongly were in a position to express your attitude on the statement provided for every table provided. 
	Other questions tick on the best answer among the listed answers for the questions  
General questions
Qn1.  Among of the following groups of loan offered at Finca, What is the type of loan product you servicing your client at Finca?
(A)  Village Banking Loan 
 (B) Small Group Loan    
(C) Business Loan
Objective number 1.Techniques used in lending 
Qn2. Most of risk related to lending environment can be minimized through the use of proper Loan Appraisal process. 
(i) Agree
(ii) Disagree
(iii) Strongly Agrees 
(iv) Strongly Disagree
(v) Neutral 
Qn.3. CAMPARI is the most and the best method used in lending environment due to its scope of appraising various factors.
(i) Agree
(ii) Disagree
(iii) Strongly Agrees 
(iv)Strongly Disagree
(v) Neutral 
Objective no 2. Competency of loan officer
Qn. 1. (a) What was your previous range of portfolios at risks (PAR)?
(A)	Below Five (5)
(B)	Above ten
(C)	Greater than five below ten
(B) Mentions reasons for above selection
…….....................................................................
Qn3. Do you think having good credit pass in mathematics help you in performing different task as loan officer? 
A.	Yes
B.	No






Objective no.4. Challenges in microfinance
Qn7. Increasing number of delinquencies in many portfolios is one of results of adverse selection of customer. 
(A)  YES      (B) NO     {    }









                          (d)Strongly Disagree
(e) Neutral

Objective no 3. Measuring the understand of client
Qn10. How do you grade the knowledge of your clients prior to appraisal process?
(A)	Best   
(B)	Average
(C)	Poor











Note: this questionnaire will be helpful tool for a researcher to find out the effectveness  of loan appraisal to microfinance institutions in Tanzania , so the information that your about to respond will be used only for this purpose and a researcher is assuring for no leakage of part or section of the information your giving herein.
QUESTIONS’ TO FINDING OUT TECHNIQUES EMPOLOYED
1.	What are the loans appraising techniques adopted by your organization?
2.	How does these techniques helps you and your organization servicing all types of customers(lower income earners, medium and large)
3.	Describe the role of these loan appraising techniques in portfolio management.
4.	suggest other suitable appraising techniques that can suit any lender toward challenging loan granting environment 
MEASUREMENT OF LOAN OFFICER’S COMPETENCY
1.	What is suitable level of education you consider as best during recruiting your 
loan officers?
a.	 How frequently do your loan officers attend training? And what is the type of training your organization consider necessary for staff.
2.	How do your officers cope with ever-changing loan offering environment?
3.	in what ways your officers consider as essential factors in appraising their customers
4.	
ASSESSMENT OF THE CHALLENGES IN MICROFINANCE 
1.	What are the procedures your organization undertake in dealing with bad-debts and doughtful debt?
2.	Does the appraising process need help of the government? Can you explain the important of government when dealing with unpaid customers?
3.	 What is the effect of inflation toward lending environment?
4.	In what instant corruption affect profitability of your loan product?
5.	How does your organization deal with fraudulent and forgery prior to loan application.

EXAMINATION OF CUSTOMER AWARENESS TOWARD APPRAISAL 
1.	Does customer submit all necessary information during an appraisal process
2.	Do all new customers respond positively toward various instructions given prior to appraisal?
3.	 what is response of customers during verifications of personal/business informations prior to appraisal
4.	Suggests way of reinforcing repayment in microfinance institutions.





The following were the guide for collection of information relating with Appraisal processes. 
1.	Review of various credit policy of Organization 
2.	Observing customer activities and participating into initial stage of receiving a new credit customer 
3.	Narrating the procedures for taking loan to each group of loan products 
4.	Listening to customer inquiries and claims 
5.	Observing  credit staffs interaction with new and old credit customer 
6.	Review different documents necessary for customer appraisal











	Size of Loan Portfolio Outstanding 

Loan Appraisal Techniques 
	Effective loan screening process
	Competent credit staff
	Effective loan granting principles
	Credit Worthiness of borrowers









